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Benefits of Remote Monitoring 
for Large Compressors 
 
Early detection of just one critical compressor problem can save your company hundreds of thousands of 
dollars—and that’s not including downtime costs associated with a failure or having to take a compressor 
offline in an emergency. 
 
Azima’s remote monitoring service annually saves its customers millions in maintenance and downtime 
dollars by catching problems that would never be brought to light through traditional monthly manual 
surveys. This is because remote monitoring delivers frequent data, giving analysts the information they 
need to diagnose complex issues. 

The following case studies are from Azima customers who saved at least a $100K through the use of 
remote monitoring and how these cost benefits would not have been possible if only a manual monthly 
survey was performed. 
 

Customer 1: Erratic Data 
COST BENEFIT TO CUSTOMER: $200,000 - $300,000 
 
Problem 
There was no apparent problem. This main 
compressor is critical to production, so the 
customer hired Azima to remotely monitor 
its health. During a one-month summer 
period, the remote system detected some 
erratic vibrations. 
 
Solution 
The erratic data combined with the fact 
that the problem only occurred during hot 
periods led to the conclusion that the 
machine was operating close to a surge 
condition. This same problem had been 
detected the previous summer and was 
found to be getting worse with time. The 
Azima DLI analyst recommended that the 
heat exchangers be cleaned. 
 
Why this Would Not be Detected with a Monthly Manual Survey 
The odds are slim that the one data point collected during a monthly survey would have been an erratic 
vibration. Further, without additional data points, there is no way to associate the erratic vibration with 
the hottest time periods. Because remote monitoring collects data every few hours, this customer had 
360 samples collected that month for the analyst to study. 

 

Figure 1-1 

Sub-synchronous motion plot showing erratic data. 
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Customer 2: Vibration Spikes, Returns to Normal 
COST BENEFIT TO CUSTOMER: $100,000 + DOWNTIME 
 
Problem 
There was no apparent problem. This large compressor is 
critical to production, so the customer hired Azima to 
remotely monitor its health. A spike was captured, with 
time-based data showing an instantaneous change. 
 
Solution 
By capturing the spike and subsequent readings over a 
short period of time, the analyst was able to study the 
time waveform and determine that a proximity probe 
driver had failed. The customer changed out the driver 
and the vibration readings returned to normal; no more 
spikes were detected. 
 
Why this Would Not be Detected with a Monthly Manual Survey 
The odds are slim that the one data point collected during a monthly survey would have been during a spike. Further, 
without additional data points, the analyst would not have seen the time wave that clearly depicted a proximity 
probe failure.  For the technical notes about this problem, see Appendix A. 

Case Study 3: Running to Failure 
COST BENEFIT TO CUSTOMER: LOSS OF PRODUCT + POTENTIAL EQIPMENT DAMAGE 
 
Problem 
The Azima remote monitoring system generated an alert on a 
compressor. The customer wanted to know how long the 
compressor could run until it reached trip conditions. 
 
Solution 
By capturing data every four hours, Azima analyst was able to 
determine the rate of change of the problem and predict when 
the fault protection trip threshold would likely be crossed. The 
Azima remote monitoring system then continued to monitor 
the compressor in case the degradation rate increased.  This 
enabled the customer to continue to run the compressor until 
the next scheduled outage. Being able to schedule maintenance 
is much less expensive than unscheduled maintenance or 
sudden failure. 
 

Why this Would Not be Detected with a Monthly Manual Survey 
If a manual monthly survey was all this customer had, there would have been no way to determine a reliable rate of 
change and, thus, no way to predict when the trip threshold would likely be reached. Azima DLI not only determined 
the rate of change, but set its alert threshold below that of the fault protection system to give the customer advanced 
notice of a trip to avoid a costly hard stop.  For a the technical notes about this problem, see Appendix B. 

  

 
Figure 2-1 

 
Voltage jump on 1st Stage of Feed Compressor 

             Figure 3-1 
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Appendix A: Technical Notes for Case Study 2 
The following are technical notes about Case Study 2: Vibration Spikes then Returns to Normal. 

Six probes were being remotely monitored with the Azima DLI remote monitoring system. The following 
tables show the overall values that were coming off them. 

Feed Compressor 

1St Stage Feed 
Compressor 

26395 CPM . 46 mils Acceptable Figure 1 

2nd Stage Feed 
Compressor 

26395 CPM 1.26 mils 
1.5 mils 

Above Normal 
Figure 3 

3d Stage Feed 
Compressor 

22345 CPM .25 mils Acceptable Figure 5 

 

Recycle Compressor 

1St Stage Recycle 16445 CPM .33 mils Acceptable Figure 6 

2nd Stage Recycle 17779 CPM .21 mils Acceptable Figure 7 

3d Stage Recycle 20749 CPM .36 mils Acceptable Figure 8 

 

The only probe which had above-normal levels is the one labeled as the 2nd Stage Feed Compressor. It 
was operating with a level that could be as high as 1.5 mils peak to peak. The amplitude, while being high, 
had proven to be stable over previous month during which remote monitoring has occurred. 

This amount of vibration is high for a machine that operates at more than 26000 RPM. As shown in the 
following plots, the spectrum showed that all the vibration was at the primary rotor speed (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Recycle Compressor Stage 2 
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There were no harmonics and the waveform (Figure 4) did not show the presence of any scratches. 
 

Figure 4: Feed Compressor Stage 3 – Level is Normal 

The vibration seen on the 2nd stage probe 
therefore appeared to be real rather than 
a false indication from shaft scratches. 

However, it is possible that some of the 
signal could have been generated by 
electrical or mechanical runout. The only 
way to determine if that was the case was 
to shut the machine down and record the 
amount of signal when the shaft was 
operating in the 200 - 300 RPM range. If 
electrical or mechanical run out was 
present, it would show up at the low 
speed, whereas actual shaft motion 
resulting from dynamic forces will not.   

One question that needed to be answered was how much bearing clearance there was on the 2nd Stage 
bearing on the Feed Compressor. Knowing this value would give some indication as to the percentage of 
clearance being used by the motion of the shaft. It is normal practice to try and limit the actual run out 
compensated motion to less than 40% of the bearing clearance.  

A sensor issue was also noted based on the remote monitoring data. Stage 1 of the Feed Compressor had 
experienced some voltage jumps that may have been related to a proximitor problem or wiring problems 
(Figure 9). This type of rapid voltage shift is usually not due to an equipment problem. 

 

Figure 9: Voltage Jump on 1st
 

stage of Feed Compressor 
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What the Azima DLI Analyst Recommended 
Thus far the vibration of Stage 2 of the Feed Compressor has held constant. The most likely source of the 
problem is unbalance of the impeller. Another potential cause could be if the rotor was skewed when it 
was installed on the shaft. There are only two courses of action, either live with the problem or 
disassemble the compressor to balance the rotor. Prior to making any decision to take the unit apart, it 
would be advisable to record a coast down to make sure that there is not any significant runout acting like 
unbalance present on the shaft. If a significant portion of the signal proved to be the result of runout, then 
since the signal would not be from actual dynamic forces, the machine could run indefinitely. In regards 
to the spikes noted on Stage 1, continued monitoring will determine if the problem worsens. As a 
precaution, it would be advisable to replace the proximitor and interconnecting cable. If the unit is down 
for any other reason, the probe itself could be scheduled to be swapped out.  
 

Additional Figures for Review 
The following figures are referenced in the table of probes at the start of this Appendix for Case Study 2. 

 

Figure 1: Feed Compressor Stage 1 – Levels are Normal 
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Figure 5: Feed Compressor Stage 3 – Level is Normal 

 
 

Figure 6: Recycle Compressor Stage 1 – Level is Normal 
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Figure 7: Recycle Compressor Stage 2 – Level is Normal 

 
 

Figure 8: Recycle Compressor Stage 3 – Level is Normal 
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Appendix B: Technical Notes for Case Study 3 
The following are technical notes about Case Study 3: Running to Failure. 

A low level sub running speed frequency appeared and triggered an alert in the spectrum of Stage 2. This 
type of disturbance could come from aerodynamic forces between the stage’s back plate and the case. 
The amplitudes were low and pose no threat, but warranted some process parameter investigation. 

Plots showing the overall trend, the trend of the sub running speed vibration, and a comparison between 
a normal spectrum and a spectrum taken when the alarm was triggered follow. 

 

Figure B-1: Overall Trend Sub Running Speed Trend 

 

The above plots show the increases that triggered the overall alarm were the result of the increase in the 
sub running speed vibration. There is a direct correlation between the two. The running speed vibration 
remained constant when the alarms were generated. 

 

Figure B-2: Normal Spectrum Taken When Alarm Present 

 
 

What the Azima DLI Analyst Recommended 
Since operational changes, primarily pressure or inlet air temperature (density changes) to the stage are 
the major factures in generating aerodynamic cross coupling, it is recommended that the operational data 
be examined to see if there was a change in either pressure or air temperature. The hot weather may 
have caused a temperature increase somewhere in the process. Since the bearing oil temperature affects 
the damping, also check to see if that temperature might have increased. 
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